ABSTRACT This paper reveals and explores the flow dynamics of arrival traffic in a terminal airspace network on both mesoscopic and macroscopic levels in a systematic way from empirical data to dynamics modeling. The existence of link-based typical fundamental diagram (FD) that expresses the fundamental relations of newly defined flow-density-speed and network-based arrival macroscopic fundamental diagram (MFD-A) that represents aggregate demand-supply dynamics is demonstrated using empirical data collected in Guangzhou Terminal Airspace. After establishing heterogeneous FDs for flows along a different route segments using piecewise approximation, a density-speed-based modified cell transmission model (MCTM) is developed to simulate the spatio-temporal evolution of flow and congestion in arrival network for the enhancement of the adaption to non-uniform cell length and unique speed profile in terminal airspace. To further improve the simulation accuracy without compromising computational time, hybrid simulation is designed by deploying a queuing inspector (QI) to MCTM. The proposed network flow model is shown to be an efficient and accurate method capable of capturing the flow evolution at mesoscopic and macroscopic levels and supporting air traffic flow prediction and control. In the end, characteristics of arrival flow dynamics, including hysteresis, critical steady state (CSS), critical unsteady state (CUS), and its acceptable duration are discussed in depth as crucial theoretical parameters for air traffic flow management. This study provides a novel perspective method to model and understand the evolution of air traffic flow, and underpins advanced technical potentials for future air traffic management.
I. INTRODUCTION
Worldwide ATM system is undergoing the process of upgrading and transformation to cope with increasing air traffic demand and congestion especially in high-density airports and surrounding airspaces. Essentially, similar to the communication network, road traffic, production process and many more, air traffic congestion is generated due to the competition between users of limited resource, also known as the ''demand-supply'' imbalance, typically occurs during peak hours and in bottleneck situations, manifesting as the decline of traffic flow in the form of ground delay, speed reduction, detour, and even airborne holding. Within the strategic planning of ATM systems like SESAR, NextGen and ASBU, numerous advanced operational concepts, e.g. ''ATM Network Management'', ''User Driven Prioritization Process'', The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chaoyong Li.
''Flow Contingency Management'' and ''Complexity Management'', are proposed to enhance the system-wide performance and reduce the propagation of congestion. In order to develop and deploy high-level operational concepts and automation systems in an effective way, it is essential to conduct an in-depth investigation of the intrinsic air traffic dynamics by revealing temporal-spatial evolution and its underlying mechanism of air traffic flow characteristics.
The key to the study of traffic dynamics is to develop appropriate models and metrics that represent the generation, accumulation, propagation, and dissipation behavior of traffic congestions. In air traffic domain, though word ''flow dynamics'' has not been widely reported, relative researches have been done for decades starting by discussing about the delay and capacity since the 1940s [1] , [2] . Currently, the two mean-based lines of studying air traffic flow dynamics are empirical analysis and flow dynamics modeling.
Empirical studies covers a wide range from microscopic to macroscopic perspective. At detailed level, studies are focused on the exploration of prevailing flow patterns and their dynamic performance by analyzing trajectory data of aircraft. Levy [3] firstly developed a Normalized CrossTrack Distance metric to extract the 3D features of flight trajectories and further to identify typical and high-efficiency streams of traffic in terminal airspace. Recently, a number of clustering methods were proposed to refine the trajectory analysis method to generate a clearer picture of temporalspatial distribution of flows, like K-Means [4] , DBSCAN [5] , Fourier Descriptor with Kernel Density Estimation [6] and Spectral Clustering [7] , etc. Above trajectory analysis mainly studies the configuration of traffic flows and provide basis for airspace behavior monitoring and prediction rather than discussing the relationship between flow pattern transitions and congestion situations. Xu et al. [8] analyzed flow similarities, and quantified relations of flow rate, density and speed of air traffic flow along a high density route segment in terminal airspace. Three phase were identified as free flow, weak controlled flow and strong controlled flow. This initial attempt provide a new perspective on flow dynamics analysis although flow metrics are not fully capable of capturing the maneuvering features of terminal air traffic.
The development of complexity science carries ATM research to a brand new road. Deals of complexity metrics based on empirical radar data emerged to characterize the high-level situation of air traffic operation including flow states and air traffic controllers' cognition complexity. Classic metrics include Static Density [9] , Dynamic Density [10] , Tactical Load Smoother [11] , Input-Output [12] , Lyapunov exponent of trajectory dynamics [13] , and Solution spacebased metrics [14] . However, such studies mainly focus on the evaluation of air traffic situation objectively comparing to empirical workload rating or other well-accepted models, rather than exploring the dynamic evolution and intuitive relationship between complexity and congestion.
To quantify and analyze the air traffic flow congestion and it underlying mechanism by enrich all possible operational scenarios, traffic flow modeling presents its unique advantage. Queuing model as one of the earliest model is now widely used to model airport, terminal airspace and en-route operation to study the delay and capacity problems [15] - [16] . As the expansion of airport network and the urgent requirement of large-scale flow management, queuing network models were developed in both deterministic [17] and stochastic [18] way. Pyrgiotis et al. [19] discussed the system-wide effects of congestion using Approximate Network Delays Model that operates by iterating between its two main components: a queuing engine and a delay propagation algorithm at macroscopic level. Queuing models generally assume that the maximum throughput of subcomponent (e.g., route segment, navigation fix) in the airspace network maintains some pre-defined capacity in congestion, which is usually true in light congested situation. However, recent empirical studies [20] at airport surface suggested that the maximum runway departure rate would decrease as taxiingout aircraft fall into severe congestion.
The flow dynamics of vehicle traffic have motivated many air traffic flow models in recent years, in order to predict the aggregate effect on air traffic delays and to support nationalscale flow management. Bayen et al. [21] introduced partial differential equations [22] to the prediction of air traffic flow propagation, and the control of air traffic flow along one-dimensional air-routes in National Airspace Networks. Inspired by the Cell Transmission Model (CTM) [23] - [26] and Dynamic Network Loading (DNN) models [27] - [30] of vehicular traffic, 1D and 2D cell network models were derived by discretizing the partial differential equations. Building on the models developed by Menon et al. [31] , [32] , Large-capacity CTM was proposed by Sun and Bayen [33] and Wei et al. [34] to model large-scale air traffic networks by distinguishing link and cell levels for each flight path. Cao and Sun [35] developed a Link Transmission Model without discretization on the cell level to improve computational efficiency. Zhang et al. [36] proposed an analytical CTM-based flow model for terminal airspace by assuming that flow rate is a monotone non-decreasing function of density along route segments (or links). The primary focus of the abovementioned studies is the control of air traffic based on airspace or route capacity, with little attention given to the characterization or validation of the demand-supply dynamics describing the evolution of air traffic flow congestions, which plays a vital role in understanding the aggregate behavior of air traffic and is essential to the effectiveness of such controls. Recently, an efficient modeling approach based on the CTM was proposed for simulating the spatiotemporal evolution of flow and congestion on airport taxiway and apron networks based on empirical fundamental diagram that expresses the functional relationship between density and flow at link level [37] . Inspired by the concept of Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD), e.g. Daganzo [38] ; Geroliminis and Daganzo [39] ; Buisson and Ladier [40] and many others, and some prominent MFD-based traffic control [41] - [44] , a proved MFD family of airport departure traffic for each arrival scenario was utilized to devise several robust off-block control strategies under uncertainties without referring to the complete evolution of congestion including formulation, accumulation and dissipation phases.
In addition, far more fine-grained simulation models of air traffic operations have also been developed. ACES, the Airspace Concept Evaluation System [45] and FACET, the Future ATM Concepts Evaluation Tool [46] both used currently by NASA and the FAA as microscopic and agentbased models. These kinds of simulation models guarantee high fidelity of air traffic flow but requires extensive model preparations and long computational time.
As a summary of the literature review above, existing studies mainly focused on the air traffic modeling, evaluation and optimal control, without many efforts to capture flow dynamics to understand the comprehensive characteristics of air traffic particularly in terminal airspace. In this paper, we try to systematically explore the dynamic evolution patterns of arrival traffic flow, which is the most complex component in terminal airspace, by introducing a data-driven modeling using an adaptation of the CTM. It is noted that it is feasible to study arrival flows in terminal airspace independently to the departures due to that the physical (lateral or vertical) isolation of arrival and departure routes is generally guaranteed in flight procedure design and operation for potential risk avoidance (although exceptions may exist but not considered in this paper). The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) [Empirical FD and MFD-A]. We introduced a typical air traffic flow-density-speed Fundamental Diagram (FD) [47] at route segment (i.e., link) level for arrival traffic. A more detailed phases transitions from free to congestion are identified compared to [37] : free-flow, smooth, semi-stable and congested. At network level, Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram for Arrival (MFD-A) is revealed, capturing ''demand-supply'' dynamics and ''arrival-departure'' interactions.
(2) [Hybrid modeling of network flow dynamics]. To cope with the unique features of speed profile during arrival, a density-speed based CTM based on heterogeneous FDs is proposed to accommodate non-uniform cell length. All types of cell connections including simple connected, merge, diverge, crossover and runway are modeled. In order to address the problem of determining turning ratios for diverge connections in highly dynamic traffic patterns, a hybrid framework of mesoscopic network modeling is developed by introducing a ''First-In-First-Out'' queuing model to track and update the flights in cells to improve simulation accuracy without compromising computational efficiency.
(3) [Characteristics of arrival flow dynamics]. Based on the well calibrated and validated Modified-CTM (MCTM), the full pictures of congestion evolution consists formulation, accumulation and dissipation under various inflow level are presented. The conditional emergence of ''hysteresis'' is uncovered similar to clockwise loop of MFD [48] , [49] in road network. In addition, two critical states named as Critical Steady States (CSS) and Critical Unsteady States (CUS) which are crucial references for air traffic flow management are discussed in depth at different level of departure demand.
The MCTM-based mesoscopic network model is sufficiently general to support a wide range of tasks involved in the design, planning, and operation of terminal airspace. It captures realistic approaching traffic dynamics such as freeflow, trailing, queuing, and holding, with intuitive parameters and rules. Its computational efficiency over microsimulation would make it an attractive modeling platform for air traffic research. The general flow dynamics and critical states explored in this paper provide theoretical background and solid basis to underpin the foundations of air traffic flow management from strategic to tactical stage.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents empirical network flow dynamics of arrival traffic in Guangzhou terminal airspace by establish typical FD and MFD-A. In Section III, we develop a modified cell transmission model of arrival network traffic by constructing a generalized configuration of fundamental diagram for heterogeneous flows along each route segment. We show the details of calibration and validation for MCTM by its modeling accuracy and efficiency in Section IV. To further uncover the arrival flow dynamics at theoretical level, some crucial characteristics are discussed in Section V. Finally, some conclusions are provided in Section VI. Static Route Network. Routes segments (or links) connected by navigation fixes constitute static and basic structure of route network in terminal airspace. To provide air traffic service in a safe and efficient manner, standard flight procedures are designed as background knowledge for air traffic controllers and pilots. Each standard route consists of a series of adjacent links guiding flights from TMA (Terminal Maneuvering Area) airspace entry points to the landing runway. Figure 1 (a) shows the route network of Guangzhou terminal airspace where most of arrival (green) and departure (red) air routes are physically isolated except for link SHL-IDUMA which is laterally shared by arrival and departure flows but vertically separated. Physical isolation of arrival and departure routes as one of the main features of terminal airspace structure, gives the opportunity to model arrival flow independently. However, runways are always the main shared resource for both arrivals and departures in mixed operation.
II. EMPIRICAL NETWORK FLOW DYNAMICS OF ARRIVAL TRAFFIC IN TERMIANL AIRSPACE
Discrete Radar Trajectory. A trajectory is a time-ordered sequence of 5-tuples representing the longitude, latitude and height coordinates, heading and horizontal speed of a flight at each snapshot time with a fixed time interval, as shown in Table 1 . Due to the position uncertainty of hand-over from upstream en-route sector, and maneuvering actions guided by air traffic controllers, the operational trajectories have certain deviation from standard route segment as shown in Figure 1(b) .
In order to analyze the network flow dynamics of traffic flow, the very first and vital step is to identify the spatial subordination relationship between route segment and discrete trajectory points. While projecting a trajectory to the nearest route segment has been widely adopted in practice, this method could lead to erroneous mappings such as the one illustrated in Figure 2 . In this figure, trajectory point p j+2 would be mapped to link B-C following the minimum-distance rule as d 1 > d 2 , while in fact the continuity of the trajectory dictates that p j+2 should be mapped to link A-C. In order to remedy such a deficiency, we adopt a more robust ''Trajectory-Route Mapping'' algorithm [50] that maps the flight trajectories to the route segment, thereby establishing, while maintaining the consistency of the flight routes. Figure 2 (b) demonstrates the clustering result of arrival flow based on the network structure and trajectory data described in Figure 1 , which provides essential data for further empirical analysis on arrival flow dynamics in Section II.B. Fundamental Diagram presents the basic flow dynamics by illustrating the relations among flow rate, density and velocity of traffic flow at link level. Unlike road traffic operation, air traffic in terminal airspace presents unique characteristics influenced by ATCOs. When congestion occurs in the terminal airspace, maneuvering commands, including speed reduction, detour, and hold are issued to change pre-planned route to avoid potential conflicts. For the unique features of arrival flow, modified definitions of fundamental parameters were defined.
• Average Flow Rate (AFR) q r (τ ). AFR is the average outflow rate from link r during time period τ .
• Equivalent Average Density (EAD) ρ r (τ ). EAD is defined as the reciprocal of average distance between contiguous aircraft on the same link during time period τ . At any snapshot time t ∈ τ , total amount of aircraft denoted as M t r are travelling along link r. The horizontal coordinate of tail point of link r and flight m ∈ F at t is denoted as p r (x, y) and p t m (x, y) respectively. Then EAD is formulated in equation (1) and (2) .
where
, m ∈ is the furthest Euclidean distance between aircraft and tail point of link r, while L min i is the nearest distance calculated similarly; L r is the length of link r; N is the number of snapshots during τ .
• Equivalent Average Speed (EAS) v r (τ ). EAS is the average effective speed of aircraft travelling along route segment during time period τ . At any snapshot time t ∈ τ , the instantaneous speed of flight m flying along link r is denoted as v m r (t). EAS is capable of characterize a series of actions taken by pilots, like acceleration, deceleration, rerouting (path stretching or shortcut), and even holding, according to the air traffic controller's intervention or standard flight procedures, as formulated in equation (3) .
where v m r (t) is the Actual Velocity Scalar (AVS) of aircraft m at snapshot time t; I m r is the Velocity Gain Coefficient (VGC) of aircraft m along link r defined to be the ratio of the standard link length to the actual flying distance along link r.
• Nominal Flow Rate (NFR) q * r (τ ). According to the ''fundamental equation'' [44] of road traffic flow, q * r (τ ) = ρ r (τ ) × v r (τ ). To capture complete phase states of air traffic flow and to further establish fundamental diagram, we provide an illustration using the largest traffic flows traveling along the merge links GYA-AGVOS and TAN-AGVOS, which are highlighted by purple in Figure1(a). It is noted that, in merging scenarios, the flow along each link can be regarded as one. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the non-linear configurations of AFR and EAS evolve with EAD respectively. Generally, as EAD increases, more intense constraints among aircraft lead to decreased EAS to varying degrees, while the EAD-AFR relationship exhibits a concave shape with closeto-linear increase of the flow for relatively low density. These observations reveal similar patterns in road traffic [51] , [52] . Moreover, Figure 3 (c) demonstrates the high consistency (slope ≈ 1) between AFR and NFR providing a strong basis for density-speed network flow modeling in next section. For detailed analysis of arrival flow dynamics at link level, with the additional help of flight data replay using SIMMOD simulator, four phases are divided by dissecting both fundamental diagram as shown in Figure 3 (a)-(b). In addition, the temporal-spatial diagram in Figure 3 (d), which illustrates the speed and path changes by scattered trajectory points of individual aircraft along the merge routes, is adopted as a supplementary characterization of the flight maneuvering features in each phase state.
(1) Free Phase. Extremely low traffic density results in large spatial headways and little interactions among aircrafts. For the different speed profiles assigned to flights based on individual performance, the EAS presents significant fluctuation. As shown in Figure 3 (d), shortcut strategies observed by flight distance reductions and higher velocities denoted by the slopes of temporal-spatial trajectories also increase the flow efficiency.
(2) Smooth Phase. EAS is relatively high with a slight decrease due to occasional conflicts. AFR increases linearly as EAD grows. At this period, aircraft are lined up in standard flight route with approximately equal flight distance observed in Figure 3 heading change. The AFR reaches and maintain the maximum when EAD moves to the critical value. Though airspace resource is in its full usage condition, the traffic state is not stable and phase transition may easily occur when disturbed.
(4) Congested Phase. EAS and AFR continuously drop as density increases. From microscopic view, the resolution of conflict turns from speed strategy to radar vectoring even holding as shown in Figure 3 (d). From macroscopic view, the streamline of traffic changes from structured linear state into disseminative planar state. Besides, the difficulties of calculating parameters of radar vectoring and holding like outbound angle, holding time, etc. by human brain is also a primary reason that leads to inefficient use of resource capacity.
As we can see in Figure 3 (a)-(b), 0.05aircraft/km and 0.1aircraft/km are critical density of phase transition from smooth to semi-stable, and from semi-stable to congestion, respectively. Interestingly, the controlled separation and minimum separation along these two routes are 15km and 10km respectively according to air traffic control operation regulation of Guangzhou terminal airspace. It is noted that, based on the definition of EAD, the situation that traffic density is higher than 0.1 aircraft/km doesn't imply any conflict occurs. Aircraft still maintain lateral or vertical minimum separation by radar vectoring.
2) EMPIRICAL MACROSCOPIC FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAM (MFD) OF ARRIVAL FLOW AT NETWORK LEVEL
We extend the fundamental diagram from link level to the system-wide network level to explore the high-level ''demand-supply'' dynamics for characterizing network flow congestion evolution. Macroscopic Fundamental Diagram (MFD) in urban network well describes the ''demand-supply'' dynamics by linking between network vehicle density (or accumulation) and network space-mean flow (or trip completion flow) [39] - [40] . Inspired by previous studies on MFD, we define MFD-Arrival (MFD-A) to characterizes the aggregate behavior of the arrival network in terms of occupancy (arrival demand) and outflow (landing rate), in a parsimonious way yet capable of capturing the key demandsupply relationship in a more intuitive way. We define the following key quantities:
• Arrival Demand (AD) is the number of arrival aircraft in terminal airspace at some time instant.
• Landing Rate (LR) is the number of aircraft landing on the runway during a given unit time.
• Departure Rate (DR) is the number of aircraft departing from the runway during a given unit time.
• Critical Arrival Demand (CAD) is the minimum arrival demand that maximizes the Landing Rate. It is widely accepted in air traffic operation that the system throughput continuously rises with increasing demand until a certain point where the system reaches its maximum capacity. However, our result shows a slight drop of LR after passing the critical arrival demand. The main reason is that the speed reduction may lead to the expansion of the headway between successive arrivals in congested network. Moreover, this is also partially attributed to the workload of ATCOs in dealing with complex situations, which generally causes larger separation buffers between aircraft, resulting in lower utilization of network capacity.
Figure 4(b) shows the impact of runway departure rate on MFD-A. The MFD-A is not sensitive to the lower departure rate as the CADs and LRs don't show any differences. This can be explained by the runway capacity envelop configuration [53] , as shown in Figure 8(b) . When the runway departure rate continuously increasing, the average arrival rate decreases noticeably due to the competition for runway resource. Meanwhile, the identified CAD drops as well, shown by the dots in Figure 4 (b).
III. ARRIVAL FLOW MODELING BASED ON MODIFIED-CTM A. PIECEWISE APPROXIMATION OF GENERALIZED FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAM
The cell transmission model is a widely used mesoscopic traffic flow model, which is based on the Godunov discretization of the well-known Lighthill-Whitham-Richards kinematic wave model [22] . Traditional CTM is based on a trapezoidal or triangular fundamental diagram, and propagates flow and congestion between cells by straightforward bookkeeping, which admits efficient computation for large and complex networks. As suggested by phase transition pattern and representative fundamental diagram, we give the hypothesis that arrival flows along different route segments (links) are complied with the similar trapezoidal configuration of fundamental diagram (see Figure 5 ) but heterogeneous in critical parameters defined as follows.
• ρ a i = 1/1000d i (unit: aircraft/m), is the critical density of phase transition from smooth to semi-stable, and is determined by Coordinated Separation (CS) of route i denoted as d i in kilometers (km). Here, CS is defined as a regulated separation criteria adopted by controllers in some sector according to the hand-over agreement with downstream sectors.
• ρ b i = 1/1000S(unit: aircraft/m), is the critical density of phase transition from semi-stable to congested, which is determined by separation minimum of route i denoted by S (km) according to operation regulations. VOLUME 7, 2019 • Q i = v i t/1000d i (unit: aircraft/min), is the maximum outflow of route i during a certain period t(s), which is determined by d i and average speed v i (m/s) in free and smooth phase.
• w i (unit: m/s)is the propagation speed of congestion wave along route i. It is one of the most critical parameters that presents congestion evolution.
• ρ jam i (unit: aircraft/m) is the jam density of route i, which may be impossible to occurs in real-world air traffic operations. It is determined as the intersection of x-axis and line (as shown by the red dot line in Figure (5 
In other words, the EAS in different flow states is derived as
B. MCTM-BASED ARRIVAL FLOW MODELING
Compared to road traffic, arrival traffic in terminal airspace has its unique features. The most crucial one in mesoscopic flow modeling is the speed profile along each route segment. Generally, different speed range (i.e., free flow speed and minimum speed) constrained by height limitation regulated in standard flight procedures is assigned to each route segment during approach. Although certain speed overlap exists between adjacent links, ground speed of any arrival aircraft is non-increasing. That means, any flight that enters into a downstream link with a slower speed is generally not allowed to accelerate to keep pace with leading aircraft. Since the maximum speed along different route segment is heterogeneous, according to Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [54] , it would not be possible to divide each route segment into cells with equal length while ensuring the same modeling resolution. Here we develop a density-speed based CTM similar to [47] except that we use densities as state variables instead of occupancies to accept non-uniform cell length.
In the rest of the section, four types of ordinary cells, including simple connection, merge, diverge and crossover cells decomposed from arrival network shown in Figure 6 , and runway cells are detailed modeled. We consider the time increment t such that the CFL condition holds for each cell:
where v i denotes the free-flow speed of the cell. The following notations are used in this paper.
Forward wave speed (free-flow speed) of cell i; w i :
Backward wave speed of cell i; Q i :
Maximum number of aircraft that can be transmitted through cell i within one time step C M Capacity of fix M ρ i (t) : The traffic density of cell i at the beginning of time step t n i (t) : The number of aircraft in cell i at the beginning of time step t, n i (t)
The number of aircraft entering cell i from its upstream cell i − 1 during time step t v i (t) :
The
The length of cell i t :
The time increment
The regulated lower bound of flying speed in celli 
where demand is the maximum flow sent out from cell i − 1 determined by current density and EAS; while supply is the maximum inflow can be accepted by cell i under congested conditions; C M is the capacity of the fix between two cells (See Appendix A). And the third equation in Equation (6) is the Speed Transmission Function (STF) aims at calculating instantaneous average EAS of air traffic flow in cell i at the end of time step t, where v in i (t) is the average AVS of inflow speed from cell i-1 to cell i and v out i (t) is the average AVS of outflow of cell i formulated as:
Different from that in traditional CTM, here we firstly propose STF to represent congestion propagation in 74000 VOLUME 7, 2019 terminal airspace. In the following part of this section, junction scenarios (merge/diverge/crossover) are discussed. Since the STF is universal throughout the cell network, we only focus on the different flow transmission limitations of various configurations of junctions for the sake of simplification.
(b) Merge connection. A merge connection refers to most common situation during approaching that two or more route segments are connected to a single downstream link at the same fix as shown in Figure6 (c). We let y 1→3 (t) be the number of aircraft transmitted from cell 1 to cell 3 during time step t; similar notations are used below with obvious meaning. The following demand and supply constraints apply:
In addition, we assume that flow coming from cells 1 and 2 receive different priorities, p 1 > 0 and p 2 > 0 such that p 1 +p 2 = 1. As a global manager, air traffic controller should ensure the equity of aircraft operations besides safety and efficiency. In merge scenarios, upstream route segment with more aircraft is normally assigned higher priority to avoid possible congestion accumulating on that link. Demandbased priority [55] is one of the best interpretations of above equity. The distribution fractions are only related to the demands D 1 (t) and D 2 (t), as defined in (10) .
As explained in Appendix A, the capacity of merge point is sensitive to the flow structure. To be consistent with the distribution fractions, the demand-based mathematical expectation of point capacity is defined in (11) .
where C i,j M is the capacity of point M when flights from cell j pass the fix following flights from cell i.
The merging rule is best explained using Figure 7 . The solution of merging flow is uniquely determined by (12) : the intersection of y 1→3 (t) + y 2→3 (t) = S 3 (t) and
, and the point 2 otherwise. It is assumed that air traffic flow leaving cell 4 to cell 5 and 6 follows certain turning ratios σ 4→5 ≥ 0 and σ 4→6 ≥ 0 which sum up to be one. In review of (11) and flow maximization principle, following solution is derived:
Note that the capacity of diverge fix is derived similar to that of merge connection. As a highly dynamic parameter, turning ratio in diverge cells is determined by standard routes that assigned to the aircraft in the cells. Generally, the route assignment by controllers is mainly based on flight plan and the concern of traffic load balance among sectors and runways. Traditional CTM is an aggregate flow model, it is not capable of tracing individual aircraft. To address this shortcoming, we develop a Queuing-based MCTM detailed in Section IV.A.
(d) Crossover Connections. A crossover connection refers to a common situation that two or more route segments cross each other at one or more fixes without turning 1 as shown in Figure6(e). The flow discharges from cell 7 and 8 are not only constrained by the supplies of respective upstream cells, but also the capacity of crossover fix shared by incoming approaches. Similar to merge connections, demand-based priority is adopted to derive the crossover capacity C M and flow transmission in (14) .
, and β 7→9 + β 8→10 = 1.
2) CELLS OF RUNWAY NETWORK
Runway is generally regarded as the main bottleneck of terminal air traffic operation. In many terminal airspace networks, runway serves as both sink for arrivals and source for departures as shown in Figure 8 (a). In contrast to how 2 × 2 intersections are typically modeled for vehicular traffic [56] , the runway network has its unique characteristics. First, arrival traffic through cell i-2 has significant priority over departure traffic through cell i-1 when occupancy of cell i-1 is below its threshold denoted by representing the maximum length of runway queuing. The capacity tradeoff for departure and arrival traffic is captured through the fundamental diagram of runway, also known as the envelope model as shown in Figure 8 (b) . Here, we adopt a ''Frequencyconstraint Quantile Regression'' (F-QR) method to refine the capacity envelope [57] . Such a system can be modeled as following set of equations of:
where C i A and C i D are maximum arrival and departure rate, F( ) is the piecewise linear functions of capacity 
IV. CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION OF MCTM OF ARRIVAL FLOW IN TERMINAL AIRSPACE A. HYBRID FRAMEWORK OF QUEUING-BASED MCTM SIMULATION
Mesoscopic traffic models, which fill the gap between microscopic models that model and trace the behavior of individual vehicles and macroscopic models that describe traffic as a continuum flow, simulate individual vehicles or group of vehicles, but describe their activities and interactions based on aggregate (macroscopic) relationships [58] - [62] . As a mesoscopic traffic model, CTM ignores fine granularities and describes the aggregate behavior of travel agents in a robust and computationally efficient way. However, losing sight of individual aircraft will result in rough estimation of the turning ratio which is an essential parameter for determining temporal-spatial distribution of traffic flow. In road traffic, turning ratio is normal set manually or modeled as a dynamic network loading problem extensively studied in the dynamic traffic assignment literature [63] . Here, to improve simulation accuracy we proposed a hybrid approach called ''Queuingbased MCTM'' simulation (Q-MCTM) with the combination of a mesoscopic simulator (MCTM) and a microscopic Queue Inspector (QI) for tracking & updating aircraft queuing in cells in order to capture the highly time-varying parameters without compromising the efficiency.
Flights in terminal airspace are assigned by standard routes according to pre-determined flight plan. A Dynamic Flight List (DFL) is generated for each cell to store the queuing information of flights based on First-In-First-Out (FIFO) hypothesis. At the beginning of each time step, QI provides the flow direction discharged from each cell by analyzing the flight route of each aircraft in DFL and generate turning ratio especially for diverge cells. After running MCTM simulator for one time step, the DFL is update according to the flow transmission results. The framework of hybrid simulation is shown in Figure 9 . It is noted that, although QI is working in non-integer principle, the ''virtual flight'' is ignored when calculating turning ratios since the flight is still in the upstream cell. In crossover scenarios, the update mechanism is simple and similar to that of simple connections. To make it clearly understandable, merge and diverge cells are taken as examples to demonstrate some unique working process of QI.
(1) Merge cells. During each time step, the priority p 1 , p 2 and outflow of cell 1 and 2 are determined by Equation (9) (10) (11) (12) . Flights in cells inherit the priority of flows. As shown in Figure10(a), y 1→3 (t) = 4, and y 2→3 (t) = 2, VOLUME 7, 2019 then the sequence of entering into cell 3 is
(2) Diverge cells. Turning ratio which is the crucial factor is determined by demand of the upstream cell. As shown in Figure10 (b), D 4 (t) = 4, and turning ratios are derived by route information denoted by α 4→5 (t) = α 4→6 (t) = 0.5. However, due to downstream congestion, outflows are limited to y 4→5 (t) = y 4→6 (t) = 1. Based on FIFO hypothesis, f 3 is not allowed to overtake f 2 and has to hold in cell 4. Short-cut behavior initiated by controllers to guide the aircraft direct to downstream route segment is not considered here.
B. CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION OF Q-MCTM FOR ARRIVAL FLOW IN TERMINAL AIRSPACE 1) CALIBRATION OF RUNWAY CAPACITY ENVELOPE
We first calibrate the capacity of the runway cell, which serves as a sink for flows in both final approach and departure queue, and is characterized by the trade-off between arrivals and departures as shown in Figure8. Take-off and landing data at Guangzhou airport were collected from July 2015 to December 2015, and plotted in Figure 11 (a) to show the joint frequency distribution of the pairs of rates. A F-QR method is adopted to generate the envelope shown as the blue curve in Figure 11 (a).
2) CALIBRATION OF CRITICAL PARAMETERS
Based on empirical data and fundamental diagram in Figure 5 , required by MCTM and simulation, we construct the cell network (as shown in Figure11 (b) ) of arrival routes in terminal airspace of ZGGG, which has two parallel runways that are operated with dependent arrivals but independent departures. A series of critical cell-level parameters like free flow speed, lowest speed, controlled separation, minimum separation in each cell are calibrated in Table2 according to local operations rules and empirical data. Besides, maximum length of each runway queuing here is set as 5 aircraft according to the operational regulations.
Terminal airspace operation on 11/09/2015 is simulated as the baseline. Accuracy metric is defined as the gap between simulated and empirical LR per 15 minutes; the efficiency metric is the computational time of simulation implemented in Matlab 2012 on a standard PC with 4.0 GB of RAM and an Intel Core i5 2410M processor running at 2.43 GHz. The relationship between simulation error and computing time is shown in Figure 12 (a). One minute is chosen as the size of time step for the best balance between model accuracy and computational efficiency.
3) VALIDATION OF Q-MCTM
Before validating the proposed Q-MCTM simulation, we firstly would like to justify the advantage of introducing queuing model into the MCTM. As aforementioned, the main function of QI is to determine the turning ratio by tracking and updating traffic in the cells, which is crucial to duplicate the spatial distribution of air traffic flow in real-world operations as much as possible. However, MCTM simulator is able to run without QI by setting a fixed turning ratio for each time window according to the radar data or flight plan roughly, where the length of time window can be determined by the travel time using free flow speed in the cell. Here, we collect the empirical and simulated arrival demand in diverge cells (i.e., cell6-cell9 in Figure 11 (b)) every one minute and landing rate every 15min, respectively, the accuracy of MCTM simulation with and without QI is summarized in Table 3 . As you can see clearly, the adoption of queue model brings significant improvement of accuracy in simulating arrival demand in diverging cells that present fast time-vary turning ratios, which further leads to noticeable decrease of error for the landing rate on each runway. In the following, the validation only for Q-MCTM will be elaborated.
The Q-MCTM-based arrival network simulation is validated on two different levels.
On individual cell level, the proposed MCTM is capable of capturing phase transitions from free to congestion. Figure 13 shows the density-flow and density-speed evolution of both simulated and empirical traffic along merged links GYA-AGVOS (cell 1) and TAN-AGVOS (cell 12) as examples. Apparently, the maximum flow rate and speed for the same density in simulation is lower than that in empirical data. That is simply because we use piecewise fit to construct approximated fundamental diagrams for CTM based on empirical data as shown in Figure 3(a) and (b) . In general, the average deviation of the absolute and relative errors throughout all cells are summarized in Table 4 . The results show that the proposed simulation captures the cell dynamics with acceptable accuracy (absolute mean error of cell-based flow is less than 0.3aircraft/5min with standard deviation of about 0.15aircraft/5min). To be more specific, Figure 14 shows that cells which are closer to the runways perform higher simulation accuracy measured by both absolute and relative errors. The main reason is interpreted as the ''Speed Convergence Effect''. It means the speed differences among flights along route segments that closer to the runways are less significant due to standard flight procedure regulations and more constraints caused by higher traffic density. Especially for cell 15 and 16, runway capacity envelope plays an additional vital constraint for outflow rate and contributes to the best performance of cell-level accuracy.
Overall, it should be noted that, although the mean error is quite small, the standard deviation is relatively high. Same feature of simulation error is also observed on network level, VOLUME 7, 2019 which will be detailed in the following paragraph. These could be explained by significant fluctuation around the mean of empirical AFR and EAS for the same EAD (see scattered red dots in less congested phase in Figure 13 as an example) with average relative standard deviation of 17.6% and 16.1%, due to the heterogeneity of entry speed and flight performance of arriving aircraft.
On network level, one of the most important variables is the LR which presents the arrival network throughput efficiency of terminal airspace. As a sample demonstrated in Figure12(b), proposed MCTM simulation is validated and proved its reasonable high performance on arrival rate prediction for one-minute simulation time window. The absolute errors have a mean of 0.67 aircraft/15min and standard deviation of 0.55 aircraft/15min; the relative errors have a mean of 7.9% and standard deviation of 7.2%. Another important variable is the AD which is a direct indicator of network congestion in terminal airspace defined in Section II. Figure 15 shows the empirical and simulated arrival demand at the end of each minute as an example. The absolute errors have a mean of 0.87 aircraft and standard deviation of 0.74 aircraft; the relative errors have a mean of 8.9% and standard deviation of 9.2%. The detailed features of error are illustrated in Table 5 and Figure16. Moreover, travel time is also a crucial parameter to validate the accuracy of simulation at network level. The travel time of each aircraft that determined by travel length and speed assigned by air traffic controllers, is a direct metric presenting its experiences of being manipulated in specific traffic situation during approach. In addition, MFD-A characterized as aggregated ''demandsupply'' dynamics at network level is further validated. The absolute errors have a mean of 0.56 aircraft/15min and standard deviation of 0.51 aircraft/15min; the relative errors have a mean of 8.2% and standard deviation of 8.9%. Based on the network-wide simulation, we are able to construct the MFD-A, which is expressed as a function of both arrival demand and departure rate; see Figure 18 . In this figure, the simulated MFD-A is compared with the empirical MFD-A. It can be seen that the CTM-based network simulation reasonably captures the nonlinear congestion effect and critical arrival demand in arrival network.
V. MACROSCOPIC CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS OF ARRIVAL FLOW DYNAMICS A. FULL PICTURE OF CONGESTION EVOLUTION
Empirical and simulated MFD-A shows the general pattern of aggregate arrival flow dynamics from free to congestion. To further explore the comprehensive congestion evolution, an 8-hour arrival-only traffic scenario with increasing inflow rates R from 0.5 to 0.9 (aircraft/15min) is generated using the same operational parameter environment in Section IV.B. Figure 19 demonstrates different pictures of congestion development which consists of three phases named formulation, accumulation and dissipation. Case1(R<= 0.6): Congestion is not formulated, not to mention the accumulation phase. The arrival network supply and runway capacity is sufficient to handle with the arrival demand and to avoid the continuous growth of queuing length. Interestingly, during ''dissipation phase'' as shown by the blue dots in Figure 19(a) , aircraft stop entering, and the LR is close to that in ''formulation phase'' or even larger when AD is less than 13 aircraft. For the absence of congestion, no spread effect is observed.
Case2 (0.7 <= R < = 0.9): Arrival flow with higher inflow rate achieves larger corresponding maximum LR with a similar increase rate. The ultimate LR of 12.5 aircraft/15min reaches at some critical ADaround 26 when R = 0.9. This is an interesting finding that only when arrival rate climbs to its critical value at formulation phase, the ultimate LR corresponding with departure rate will be achieved. In addition, as the growth of inflow rate, the level of congestion accumulation gets more intensive presented by the expansion of maximum AD from 28 to 54. Moreover, compared to the LR in case1, severer congestion in case 2 leads to lower In view of above analysis, different configurations of loops are presented in MFD-A in Figure 19 . Here, we define ''positive loop'' for Case 1 and ''hysteresis loops'' for Case 2 for distinguishing. Spatial imbalance of traffic, congestion evolution and non-increasing speed profile of arrival aircraft could be the potential reasons for the existence of the loops.
• ''Positive Loops''. As the incoming of arrival flows, the density starts growing from 0 in terminal airspace, and the flights begin transmitting from arrival fixes to the runways. Obviously, in this period, the density in upstream sectors is significant higher than that in downstream ones near runway. The traffic density reaches steady and gets more uniform across all sectors as the arrivals keep flowing in formulation phase. At some moment, if we stop the inflow, arrivals turn to ''dissipation phase''. In this period, density in upstream sectors are getting lower and lower comparing to that near runways. Therefore, higher landing rates for the same arrival demand in ''dissipation phase'' are achieved, which develops a ''Positive Loop''.
• ''Hysteresis Loops''. Such ''hysteresis loops'' formed by formulation, accumulation and dissipation present some similar phenomenon which also can be observed in urban traffic congestion characterized by Generalized MFDs [48] , [49] . In terminal airspace, congestion propagation and non-increasing speed profile of arrival aircraft could be the potential reason for existence of the ''loop''. As the spread of the flow, the spatial distribution of aircraft gets uniform across the airspace while the landing rate approach to the maximum in formulation phase. However, congestion starts accumulating when arrival demand goes beyond its critical value, and continue propagating back to the upstream where congestion gets severer, which leads to the decrease of EAS along flight routes and runway landing rate. In dissipation phase, traffic density in upstream is higher (i.e. holding strategies in real operation) than that near runway system. In such case, due to non-increasing speed features of arrival aircraft, the outflows discharge from severely congested upstream sectors are insufficient to fill available landing slots. Therefore, for the same level of arrival demand, the EAS and landing rate is significantly lower than that during formulation phase. The existence of ''hysteresis loop'' not only presents the weak efficiency of network in dissipation phase, but also provide a new perspective on predicting and evaluating the network congestion situation. Congestion propagation can be characterized by ''domino effect''-like flight delay, which provides another perspective on explaining the differences of the MFDs' in various inflow rate. To measure the level of flow congestion, a Total Transmission Delay (TTD) of cells during time step t is modeled as follows:
where U is the number of cells. Figure 20 shows the TTDs in cell network during each time window for different inflow rates. In Case1, arrival flow is transmitted through cell network smoothly with very slight and tolerable delay. Due to the high flow performance (shown in Figure20 (a)) in dissipation phase, very brief time is needed in this phase for the absence of congestion accumulation. However, as the increase of inflow rate, TTD and dissipation time grows significantly and become unacceptable as shown in Figure20 (b) . This is why the number of dots in Figure20 becomes more in the scenarios with larger inflow rate.
A complete MFD-A in arrival network is a continuous and non-single valued function of occupancy (arrival demand) and throughput (landing rate) including formulation, accumulation and dissipation (or hysteresis) phases. However, the emergence of accumulation and hysteresis phenomenon in dissipation highly depends on the inflow rate. It is noted that, the same evolution patterns are observed (not detailed for simplification) for various departure demand. The main difference is the critical inflow rate that generates accumulation or hysteresis phases. So, Based on the above analysis of MFD-A and delay features, two critical states representing 
B. CRITICAL STEADY STATE
In system theory, steady state is achieved as the behavior of the system or the process staying unchanged over time.
In terminal air traffic management domain, as defined in Definition 1, CSS provides a crucial reference for optimal arrival flow control to minimize flight delay while making better use of system capacity.
Based on the same parameter environment of simulation used in Section IV.B, we search for the Critical Steady States by injecting continuous inflows under various departure rates from 0 to 11aircraft/15min. Figure 21 and Figure 22 verify the existence of CSS by presenting steady arrival demand without accumulation and MFD-A configurations, respectively.
To be numerically detailed, Table 6 shows some key flow characteristics at CSS. At CSS, inflow rate equals to the landing rate without any delay. By inspecting the trend of inflow rate together with landing rate, we find that as the raise of departure rate, the landing capacity usage increases FIGURE 24. MFD-A at critical unsteady state under tolerable delay for various departure rate. To be more specific, we explain the reason by dividing the departure rate into three category: low (0-5), moderate (6-7) and busy (8) (9) (10) (11) , as shown in Figure 23 . At low departure level, the rate of CSI is constrained by C n which is less than C A (r d ) as shown by the capacity usage. In moderate level, although landing capacity begins to drop, it is still above C n . As a result, the inflow rate and landing rate stay still while capacity usage significantly increases. At busy level, C A (r d ) falls below C n and becomes the key limitation of CSIrate. So, we can give a conclusion that the rate of CSI is determined by the bottleneck of the system as R = min {C A (r d ) , C n }.
C. CRITICAL UNSTABLE STATES
Increasing inflow rate dis-equilibrates the CSS as the accumulation of arrival demand and delay propagation. However, especially at busy or hub airports, peak-hour traffic is inevitable due to marketing demand, even requiring full utilization of runway capacity. To measure and understand the characteristics of arrival flow dynamics during peak-hour, we discuss the Critical Unstable Inflow for different departure rates and its acceptable duration based on tolerable average landing delay.
By inheriting the parameter environment used in Section IV.B, we search for the CUI and its acceptable duration in various departure rates from 0 to 11aircraft/15min. By investigating the maximum average landing delay experienced in Guangzhou terminal airspace, the tolerable average landing delay here is set as 5 minutes. Table 7 shows the characteristics of CUS in different departure scenarios. In general, ultimate landing rates are achieved in CUS generated by certain inflow rate which is just larger than that in CSS. As more departures require for take-off on the runways, the acceptable duration of CUS increases while the maximum arrival demand decreases. To be more detailed, as shown by MFD-A in Figure 24 , the phase transitions from formulation to accumulation is getting slower in less busy departure scenarios and lead to longer duration but lower level of accumulation. In dissipation phase, hysteresis phenomenon emerges only if DR is less than 8 aircraft/15min.
The results suggest that during peak hour of departure, CUS can be maintained for a longer period to achieve full utilization of runway capacity without falling into severer congestion. However, the number of departures and arrivals at airport are approximately equal and dependent in a whole day. Any arrival flight will require for take-off on the runway after some certain turn-around time. In other words, once the turn-around time is known, the full profile of runway throughput rate is determined as long as arrival schedule is fixed. It is well recognized that refined flight wave (also known as arrival-departure schedule) has remarkable lifting effect on airport operation. Here, the features of CUS and its acceptable duration provide vital references for strategic airport flight schedule planning and pre-tactical air traffic flow optimization, especially for high density airports which normally operate at or around its runway capacity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The study of complex air traffic dynamics is essential for understanding the nature of air traffic flow and uncovering technical potentials for advancing air traffic management. Among a variety of analytical approaches, CTM-based network flow modeling is an effective and intuitive way to understand flow propagation at acceptable granularities. In order to explore arrival traffic flow dynamics in mesoscopic and macroscopic levels, empirical FD and MFD-A are established to provide initial understanding of flow dynamics using trajectory radar data of Guangzhou terminal airspace. Based on the empirical studies, a modified cell transmission model is developed with a novel introduction of Queuing Inspector for refining the simulation of the spatio-temporal propagation of flow and congestion in terminal airspace, and is shown to be an efficient and accurate simulator capable of supporting a wide range of applications such as arrival flow control, route planning and runway slot scheduling.
Using proposed simulation, we further reveal the full evolution process of MFD-A as a continuous and non-single valued function of occupancy (arrival demand) and throughput (landing rate) including formulation, accumulation and dissipation (or hysteresis) phases. Characteristics of macroscopic arrival flow dynamics in crucial states like Critical Steady States and Critical Unsteady States detailed discussed provide strategy potentials for ATFM. This paper is an adapted and follow-up study of the fundamental relationship between ''occupancy'' and ''throughput'' on mesoscopic and macroscopic levels for air traffic flow in terminal airspace, which manifest themselves as the link-based FD and network-based MFD, respectively. Both empirical evidence and analytical models are employed to verify these notions and develop efficient network simulation that hold promise in supporting further air traffic management initiatives. As a future study, it is essential to extend the modeling to integrated arrival and departure traffic, although departure traffic normally perform smooth status after take-off. Therefore, air-ground integrated modeling of airport surface and surrounding airspace [64] - [65] based on refined fundamental diagram appears to be more significant in characterizing the integral dynamics and to underpinning the implementation the advanced airport-terminal operational concepts and automation integration.
APPENDIX A. CAPACITY OF WAYPOINT
A point-capacity constraint (indicated as M in Figure 6 ) denoted by C M subject to separation minimum, speed, and especially the geometry features at the junctions (merge/diverge/crossover) even at simple connections. As shown in Figure25, conflict-free should be guaranteed within and between Area I and II. Here, we take merge scenario as an example for the sake of simplification shown in Figure 25(b) .
We make the following observation: (a) if two or more consecutive aircraft advance through junction only along path 1 or path 2, the capacity of the junction is denoted as C α 1 M and C α 2 M , respectively; (b) if two upstream approaches take turn to discharge aircraft, the capacity is denoted as C * M , which is detailed below.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that aircraft a and b are flying in Area I along different paths with speed v a and v b , respectively (see Figure 26) . Aircraft a passes point M at t = 0 beforehand, and adjusts its speed to v a,i after entering route i. At this moment, the horizontal separation between the aircraft pair is noted by L. Therefore, the function of horizontal distance changes with time can be formulated as: (17) which is a quadratic function of independent variable t. 
where S is the minimum horizontal separation in terminal airspace. The critical distance L 0 between aircraft a and b at t = 0 can be derived when we let S = x 0 .
Therefore, the capacity of point M in this case is denoted as C * 1 M = v b /L 0 Case 2: If t 0 ≤ 0, the minimum distance x 0 between the aircraft pair may be observed in Area I. In this situation, the horizontal distance is Area I is formulated as (21) Similarly, the moment when the horizontal distance between the aircraft pair reach its minimum in Area I is If t 0 > 0, the minimum distance is observed at t = 0, i.e. L = S; or
In all, the temporal distance between aircraft a and b when aircraft a passing converging point M beforehand is 
As for pattern (a), if t 0 > 0, the critical distance at t = 0 can be derived based on the same method in Case 1; if t 0 < 0, then the critical distance when aircraft a passing merging point M is equal to S.
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